
PEOPLE BUZZ CHAMPION

Welcome to Experience Makers, the community for people who bring life and soul

to property. 

Experience Makers is a response to research which told us that people who work in our 

sector need support and inspiration to help them meet the challenges of a 

disrupted industry.  

Now there is somewhere for those who are involved in experience making to come 

together to network, champion, benchmark, influence and inspire. 

Experience Makers is about the people behind the buildings. 

Welcome home.



BENEFITS What that means Why it’s worth it

You are a member of 
the Experience 
Makers Community

Access to the 
Experience Makers 
Knowledge Portal  

Experience Makers 
Live Events   

Listing as a Partner on 
website with logo and 
corporate profile. 

Regular networking 
events - meet a wide 
range of innovative, 
thought provoking 
organisations and 
people who are leading 

Demonstrate your 
commitment to making 
better experiences for 
your customers, 
investors & colleagues 

Regular new member 
Welcome Drinks 

Latest thought 
leadership articles and 
best practice  

Market leading research 
towards benchmarking 
your experiences via
Experience Makers  
Measurement Tools 

Through our events, see 
best practice come to 
life, get fresh ideas and 
enjoy new experiences  

 8 ‘Live’ passes included 
per year 

Your organisation is 
seen at the forefront of 
pushing change through 
the industry 

Connections with 
leading Experience 
Makers from the 
property industry and 
beyond  

Be informed and have 
your thinking challenged 

Tools to help prove the 
value of experience 
making to your wider 
business 

You and your team will 
feel inspired and take 
back learning to apply to 
your own projects 



BENEFITS What that means Why it’s worth it

Seat on advisory 
panel

Central role in 
consortium research 
studies 

Experience Makers 
Academy

Shape and direct the 
future practice of the 
community  

Learn and expand 
knowledge 

Our annual flagship 
event – a two-day 
off-site business school 
style programme for 
experience making 
professionals

One place included 
(excluding accommoda-
tion costs and travel) per 
year 

Including 15% discount 
on further places 

Influencer the 
development of the 
community 

Champion of Experience 
Makers in the industry 

Involved in breaking 
new ground 

First access to new data 
and research

Practical learnings that 
can be applied to your 
business 

Continuing Professional 
Development 

Be at the cutting edge of 
experience making

1 year 

commitment

Experience Makers

Partner
£5000 + vat

+44 (0) 7737842720

harriet@experiencemakers.com


